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archived wysiwyg Newsletters show raw html

Status
 Closed

Subject
archived wysiwyg Newsletters show raw html

Version
  12.x Regression
  13.x Regression
  14.x

Category
  • Regression

Feature
  Newsletters

Resolution status
  Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
  Geoff Brickell

Volunteered to solve
  Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
  Geoff Brickell

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0)

Description
This is flagged as a regression but it is in both 12.x and 13.x so may be an old bug ....

... but when a newsletter previously created with the wysiwyg editor (ie it has had the various HTML flags set), it shows the raw html when it is retrieved from the archive for simple viewing - but it is OK if retrieved for immediate resending

... just to confirm that this is still a bug in Aug '15 at r 55993

Solution
  r55997
  Fixed 😊

Importance
  5

Priority
  25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼
Ticket ID
5400

Created
   Monday 04 August, 2014 16:07:41 GMT-0000
   by Geoff Brickell

LastModif
   Wednesday 05 August, 2015 18:04:30 GMT-0000
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